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【Note】
Elementary aged children must be accompanied by someone of junior high school age or above. 

Kyoto International
Manga Museum
Inquiries：075-254-7414

Toei Kyoto Studio Park
Inquiries：0570-064349

Diorama Kyoto Japan
Inquiries:075-882-7432

The Kaleidoscope 
Museum of Kyoto
Inquiries：075-254-7902

［Hours］ 9：00 ～ 17：30（Last Entry 17：00）
※For more information on the extra train, 
please refer to the facilityʼs webpage.

［Closings］ 12/30 ～ 12/31、
　　　　　 1/1 ～ 2/28 、 3/7、3/14

Discount

A completely new type of cultural facility, the Kyoto International Manga Museum functions 
as both a library and a museum. Its collections contains around 300,000 items ranging from 
woodblock prints of the Edo period to magazines of the Meiji, Taisho, and early Showa periods, 
as well as post-war books and modern popular series from Japan and around the world.  

Experience the world of old Japanese drama films (jidaigeki) in this film set based theme park. 
You can walk around on film sets, including a typical Edo period city street, which is included in 
hundreds of films each year, and enjoy the atmosphere of historical Japan by taking in a ninja 
show or dressing up as a geisha or samurai.

【Note】
The discount applies for up to 5 people per ticket.
Events may be cancelled or changed depending on weather conditions and filming schedules. 
You may not be able to attend an event if the maximum capacity is filled.
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Diorama Kyoto Japanʼs train diorama runs a total of 2.7 kilometers of track and covers a total of 
285.15 square meters (including its underground track), making it one of Japanʼs largest railroad 
dioramas. More than that, its highly intricate designs depict many wonderful Kyoto sites including 
temples, shrines, and historical landmarks. The many model trains can be operated from a control 
board, which is shaped just like a real train conductorʼs seat. It is perfect for making those special 
family memories. 

From a rotating collection of around 300 kaleidoscopes, 50 are on display each day. 
Feel free to take each into your hands and experience endless and spectacular arrays of 
colors with a variety of patterns and designs created by famous foreign and Japanese craftsmen. 
You may even make your very own kaleidoscope guided by their experienced staff. 

【Note】
・You must pay the entrance fee to receive the postcard.
 （Adults ￥300、Elementary/Junior High School Students ￥200、Infants/Toddlers Free of Charge）

For more information, please refer to each facilityʼs homepage or call them directly. 

Toei Kyoto Studio Park

2 Diorama Kyoto Japan

3 Kyoto International Manga Museum

4 The Kaleidoscope Museum of Kyoto

5 Kyoto-style Confectionary Yoshihiro

6 Kyo-Yuzen Workshop
Marumasu-Nishimuraya

7 Kyoto Tsumami Craft 
at Yururi Studio Dekobokoan

8 Ogiya Hangesho 
Traditional Fans

9 Banba Senkogyo, 
Family Crest Workshop

［Hours］10：00 ～ 18：00（Last Entry 17:30）
［Closings］ Every Wednesday
（Except holidays, then the following day is closed）
12/26~12/31、1/1 ～ 1/4、2/4 ～ 2/8

［Hours］10：00 ～ 18：00（Last Entry 17：30）
［Closing］ Every Monday
（Except holidays, then following day is closed）
12/26 ～ 12/31、1/1 ～ 1/4

Exclusive Discount Ticket

2018.
10/1 mon

   12/30 sun

ValidValid

[Hours]
October, November   9:00 ～ 17：00
December (Weekdays) 9:00 ～ 16：30
December (Weekends, Holidays) 9:00 ～ 17：00
※Last entry is 1 hour before closing.
[Closing] 1/21 ～ 25

・Adults
・Young Adults (13 and above)
・Children (3 and above) 

Discount
\100 off the Entrance Fee

￥2,200 →￥2,000
￥1,300 →￥1,200
￥1,100 →￥1,000

・Adults    ￥500 →￥400
・Children ￥300 →￥200

Discount
20% off Entrance Fee
・Adults                              ￥800 → \640
・High/Junior High Students ￥300 → \240
・Elementary Students         ￥100 → \80

Present
Visit the Kaleidoscope Museum to get a free, 
original postcard present.

※You cannot use this ticket in combination with other coupons or discounts.   ※The prices listed above include taxation.

2018.
12/1（土）

　 2019.
   　3/31（日）



※There is a limited number of spots for each lesson. Please be aware you may not be able to make a reservation if the capacity is reached. 

【Lesson　Reservation Required】

Kyoto-style Confectionary
Yoshihiro

Inquiries：075-811-5602

Ogiya Hangesho 
Traditional Fans
Inquiries：075-525-6210

Banba Senkogyo, 
Family Crest Workshop

Inquiries：075-221-4759

Kyoto Tsumami Craft 
at Yururi Studio 

Dekobokoan
Inquiries: 075-751-9887

Kyo-Yuzen Workshop
Marumasu-Nishimuraya

Inquiries：075-211-3273

In Yoshihiroʼs Kyoto-style confectionary class, their accomplished confectioners will pass on 
their 300 year old style of making Kyoto sweets in an easy-to-understand lesson. 
After learning how to make two different types of seasonal sweets, you can enjoy their 
National Gold Award-winning sweets along with a cup of fragrant, first-grade matcha green tea.
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6 Experience the world of Kyo-Yuzen, a technique of painting dye directly onto cloth to create vivid 
and unique patterns. Established by a traditional craftsman of dyeing techniques, 
at Marumasu-Nishimura you can try dyeing Kyo-yuzen style, wrapping using traditional furoshiki 
techniques, and making your own original chopsticks. 

In this workshop, which takes place in a former traditional dyeing factory, you can put your 
family crest, birth flower pattern, or favorite samurai crest on the black fabric goods of your choice. 
With the staffʼ s detailed explanation, even children can participate in this unique experience. 

Ogiya Hangesho deals in traditional Japanese fans, in Miyagawa-cho, the famous geisha district 
in Kyoto. The shop itself is located in a former geisha house which is representative of Kyoto-style 
architecture. There you can play Tosenkyo, an old-fashioned fan-tossing game, with an apprentice 
geisha (upon request). You can also paint your own original fan to create a unique and lasting 
memory of the ancient capital.   

Tsumami craft is a form of delicate textile art created by folding small square pieces of cloth and is 
used to create geisha hair ornaments. Passed down from the Edo period, this art uses two types 
of folding techniques. One is known as the Sword Tsumami, a fold which utilizes sharp corners, 
and the other is known as the Round Tsumami, which features rounder edges. 
When these two techniques are used in combination, beautiful and diverse expressions can be 
represented in this art. In this workshop you can experience making hair ornaments, brooches, 
or other small items. 

For more information, please refer to each facilityʼs homepage or call them directly. 

［Hours］10：00 ～ 18：00

［Closings］ Irregular

［Hours］9：00 ～ 18：00

［Closings］ None

［Hours］9：00 ～ 17：00
［Closings］ Saturday, Sunday, 
National Holidays, 12/28~12/31、
1/1 ～ 1/6

［Hours］10：30 ～ 17：30
［Closings］ Sunday, Holidays, 
                Irregular Closings
                12/29 ～ 12/31、1/1 ～ 1/4

［Hours］10：00 ～ 17：00（Last Entry 16：00）
［Closings］Every Wednesday, 
1st Saturday, Every 15th & 16th

Exclusive Discount 
Ticket

Valid

Discount

【Note】
・The Class must be reserved (available 4 times each day). Same day reservations are possible.
・Please contact Yoshihiro by phone to make a reservation
・Please confirm the class schedules on their homepage.

10% off the Kyoto-style Confectionary Class
・General Admission　　　　　　  \1,950→\1,755
・Child (Up to High School Age) 　\1,620→\1,458

Discount

【Note】
・Workshops must be reserved. Same day reservations are possible.
・Please call ahead to make a reservation.
・Please contact the facility for the bussiness day at the end of year.

\300 off the workshop
［Example Pricing］ Corsage Making　￥3,000 ～ → ￥2,700 ～

Discount
/Present

【Note】
・You must reserve the workshop/game. Same day reservations are possible.
・Please call ahead to make a reservation.
・Both the Fan-Making workshop and Tosenkyo game require at least two people to participate.

①Free Original Postcard Present with purchase of
workshop and /or game.
②10% off fan purchases

［Example Pricing］ Corsage Making　￥3,000 ～ → ￥2,700 

Present

【【Note】
・This workshop requires reservations. On weekdays, same-day reservations are accepted. 
  Please inquire concerning weekends and national holidays.
・If you would like to use a special crest not listed on the family crests on Banba Senkogyoʼ s 
  homepage, one monthʼ s advance reservation is required.

Free original water bottle filled with special 
Yanaginomizu water with purchase of workshop.
※This water is limited to 1 per group regardless of the number of tickets.

［Example Pricing］
Family Crest Coaster, Furoshiki Cloth, Tote Bag, 
etc (Weekedays) ￥1,620 （Around One Hour Required）

Discount

【Note】
・Workshops must be reserved. Same day reservations are possible.
・Please call ahead to make a reservation.

10% off workshops
［Example Pricing］
Kyo-Yuzen Dyeing（Small Handkerchief）　￥1,300 → ￥1,170
Kyo-Yuzen Dyeing （Cloth Bookcover）        ￥2,200 → ￥1,980
Wrapping with Furoshiki                           ￥3,240 → ￥2,916
Chopsticks & Case Making                        ￥3,240 → ￥2,916
17 other workshops also available

※You cannot use this ticket in combination with other coupons or discounts.   ※The prices listed above include taxation.

2018.
12/1（土）

　 2019.
   　3/31（日）


